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INVARIABLE GENERATION OF ITERATED WREATH
PRODUCTS OF CYCLIC GROUPS
ANDREA LUCCHINI
Abstract. Given a sequence {Ci}i∈N of cyclic groups of prime orders, let Γ∞
be the inverse limit of the iterated wreath products Cm o · · · oC2 oC1. We prove
that the profinite group Γ∞ is not topologically finitely invariably generated.
1. Introduction
Let {Gi}i∈N be a sequence of finite groups and let Xm = Gm o · · · oG2 oG1 be the
iterated wreath product of the first m groups, where at each step the permutation
action which is considered is the regular one. The infinitely iterated wreath product
is the inverse limit
X∞ = lim←−
m
Xm = lim←−
m
(Gm o · · · oG2 oG1).
We consider the particular case when the groups Gi are all cyclic of prime order.
Let {Ci}i∈N be a sequence of finite cyclic groups and assume that |Ci| = pi is a
prime for every i and let Γ∞ = lim←−m Cm. As it follows from the results presented
in [1], [2] or [8], the profinite group Γ∞ is (topologically) finitely generated if and
only if there exists a positive integer d with the property that, for every prime p,
the set Ωp = {n ∈ N | pn = p} has size at most d. In particular it follows from [8,
Corollary 2.4] that Γ∞ is 2-generated if the primes pn are all distinct.
We prove that the situation is completely different if we consider the “invariable
generation”. Following [5] we say that a subset S of a group G invariably generates
G if G = 〈sg(s) | s ∈ S〉 for each choice of g(s) ∈ G, s ∈ S. The notion of invariable
generation occurs naturally for Galois groups, where elements are only given up to
conjugacy. We also say that a group G is invariably generated if G is invariably
generated by some subset S of G. A group G is invariably generated if and only if it
cannot be covered by a union of conjugates of a proper subgroup, which amount to
saying that in every transitive permutation representation of G on a set with more
than one element there is a fixed-point-free element. Using this characterization,
Wiegold [10] proved that the free group on two (or more) letters is not invariably
generated. Kantor, Lubotzky and Shalev studied invariable generation in finite
and infinite groups. For example in [6] they proved that every finite group G is
invariably generated by at most log2 |G| elements. In [7] they studied invariable
generation of infinite groups, with emphasis on linear groups, proving that a finitely
generated linear group is finitely invariably generated if and only if it is virtually
soluble. When G is a profinite group, generation and invariable generation in G
are interpreted topologically. Our main result is the following:
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Theorem 1. The profinite group Γ∞ is not finitely invariably generated.
In particular, if the primes pi are pairwise distinct, Γ∞ is 2-generated but not
finitely invariably generated. The question whether a finitely generated prosoluble
group is also finitely invariable generated was asked by Kantor, Lubotzky and
Shalev in [7] and received a negative answer in [4]. Theorem 1 improves the results
in [4], giving a concrete example of a 2-generated prosoluble group that is not
finitely invariably generated.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
In all this section we will use the notation G = 〈g1, . . . , gd〉I to indicate that G
is invariably generated by the elements g1, . . . , gd.
Lemma 2. Let H be a group acting irreducibly and faithfully on an elementary
abelian p-group V and for a positive integer u, consider the semidirect product
G = V uoH, where the action of H is diagonal on V u, that is, H acts in the same
way on each of the u direct factors. Suppose that h1, . . . , hd invariably generate H
and that H1(H,V ) = 0 and let t be a positive integer with t ≤ d. There exist some
elements w1, . . . , wt ∈ V u such that h1w1, h2w2, . . . , htwt, ht+1, . . . , hd invariably
generate V u oH if and only if
u ≤
∑
1≤i≤t
dimEndH(V ) CV (hi).
Proof. Set wt+1 = · · · = wd = (0, . . . , 0) and for every i ∈ {1, . . . , d} assume
wi = (wi,1, . . . , wi,u). For j ∈ {1, . . . , u}, consider the vectors
rj = (w1,j , . . . , wd,j) ∈ V d.
By [3, Proposition 8], the elements h1w1, h2w2, . . . , hdwd invariably generate V
uoH
if and only if the vectors r1, . . . , ru are linearly independent modulo
W = {(u1, . . . , ud) ∈ V d | ui ∈ [hi, V ], i = 1, . . . , d}.
Now for every j ∈ {1, . . . , u}, let
r˜j = (w1,j , . . . , wt,j) ∈ V t
and let
W˜ = {(u1, . . . , ut) ∈ V d | ui ∈ [hi, V ], i = 1, . . . , t}.
Since wt+1 = · · · = wd = (0, . . . , 0), the vectors r1, . . . , ru are linearly inde-
pendent modulo W if and only if the vectors r˜1, . . . , r˜u are linearly independent
modulo W˜ . In particular, there exist some elements w1, . . . , wt ∈ V t such that
h1w1, , . . . , htwt, ht+1, . . . , hd invariably generate V
u oH if and only if
u ≤ t · dimEndH(V ) V − dim W˜ =
∑
i
dimEndH(V ) CV (hi). 
Lemma 3. Suppose that G = N o H with N and H finite groups of coprime
orders. Assume that G = 〈g1, . . . , gd〉I . Let g1 = n1h1 with n1 ∈ N and h1 ∈ H. If
(|g1|, |N |) = 1, then G = 〈h1, g2, . . . , gd〉I .
Proof. Let pi be the set of the prime divisors of |h1|. If (|g1|, |N |) = 1, then g1 belongs
to a Hall pi-subgroup of N〈h1〉. Hence gn1 ∈ H for some n ∈ N and consequently
g1 and h1 are conjugated in G. But then G = 〈g1, g2, . . . , gd〉I if and only if G =
〈h1, g2, . . . , gd〉I . 
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Lemma 4. Let H be a finite soluble group, q be a prime not dividing |H| and
consider the wreath product G = Cq o H with respect to the regular permutation
representation of H. Assume that H = 〈h1, . . . , hd〉I and that there exist r ≤ d and
w1, . . . , wd in the base W ∼= C |H|q of this wreath product such that
(1) G = 〈h1w1, . . . , hdwd〉I ;
(2) q does not divide the order of wihi for every i ∈ {r + 1, . . . , d}.
Then
1 ≤
∑
1≤i≤r
1
|hi| .
Proof. Let F be the field of order q and consider the additive group W of the group
algebra FH. Notice that G is isomorphic to the semidirect product W oH, where
H acts on W by right multiplication. By Maschke’s theorem,
W = V m11 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V mss
where the Vj are irreducible FH-modules no two of which are H-isomorphic. Let
Fi = EndFH Vi, ri = |Fi : F |, ni = dimF Vi.
It follows from the Weddeburn Theorem that
W = FH ∼= Mm1(F1)⊕ · · · ⊕Mms(Fs),
where Mmi(Fi) is the ring of the mi × mi matrices over Fi and that Vi is FH-
isomorphic to a minimal ideal of Mmi(Fi). In particular we have
mi = dimFi Vi =
ni
ri
and consequently
|H| = dimF V =
∑
1≤i≤s
ri ·m2i .
By Lemma 3, condition (2) implies that we may assume wr+1 = · · · = wd = 0. By [9,
Lemma 1] we have H1(H,Vj) = 0, so we may apply Lemma 2 to the homomorphic
image V
mj
j oH. It follows that, for any j, we have
mj ≤
∑
1≤i≤r
dimFj CVj (hi).
Multiplying by rj ·mj we get
rj ·m2j ≤
∑
i≤i≤r
rj ·mj · dimFj CVj (hi) =
∑
1≤i≤r
mj · dimF CVj (hi).
It follows that:
|H| =
∑
1≤i≤r
rj ·m2j ≤
∑
1≤i≤r
1≤j≤s
mj · dimF CVj (hi) =
∑
1≤i≤r
dimF CW (hi).
On the other hand, by [4, Lemma 9],
dimF CW (hi) =
|H|
|hi|
and therefore
1 ≤
r∑
i=1
1
|hi| . 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that for every prime p there are only finitely
many indices n with pn = |Cn| = p (otherwise Γ∞ is not finitely generated).
This means in particular that the profinite order of Γ∞ is divisible by infinitely
many primes. Assume now by contradiction that there exist g1, . . . , gd ∈ Γ∞ with
Γ∞ = 〈g1, . . . , gd〉I . From now on we will denote by Γm the iterated wreath product
Cm o · · · o C1 and by pim : Γ∞ → Γm the natural projection from Γ∞ to Γm. First
we prove the following claim:
(∗) there exists µ ∈ N, such that |piµ(gi)| > d for every i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Indeed, suppose that (∗) is false. Up to reordering the indices, we may assume that
there exists r < d such that |gi| > d if and only if i ≤ r. In particular there exists
m1 such that
|pin(gi)| > d for every n ≥ m1 and every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
Using the fact that |Γ∞| is divisible by infinitely many distinct primes, we are
ensured that there exists a positive integer m ≥ m1 such that
pm+1 > d and pn 6= pm+1 for every n ≤ m.
For every i, let
xi = pim+1(gi) ∈ Γm+1 = Cpm+1 o Γm, yi = pim(gi) ∈ Γm.
We may write xi in the form xi = yiwi where wi is an element of the base C
|Γm|
pm+1
of the wreath product Cpm+1 o Γm. If i > r, then |gi| < d and consequently pm+1
does not divide |xi|. Since 〈x1, . . . , xd〉I = Γm+1, we deduce from Lemma 4, that
1 ≤
r∑
i=1
1
|yi| <
r
d
≤ d− 1
d
,
a contradiction. Having proved (∗), we take now a positive integer k such that
k > µ and pn 6= pk+1 for every n ≤ k.
We apply Lemma 4 to the wreath product Γk+1 = Cpk+1 o Γk. Since Γk+1 =
〈pik+1(g1), . . . , pik+1(gd)〉I we must have
1 ≤
d∑
i=1
1
|pik+1(gi)| ≤
d∑
i=1
1
|piµ(gi)| < 1,
a contradiction. 
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